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**********************************************************************************
AMENDMENTS ARE MARKED AS FOLLOWS:
INSERTIONS ARE UNDERLINED
DELETIONS ARE CROSSED OUT
**********************************************************************************
[…]

2.6

Subpart:
Contract Specifications for Options Contracts and Low Exercise
Price Options on Stocks

[…]
2.6.5

Last Trading Day
(1)

The last trading day of an option series shall be the last day on which such
option series is available to Exchange Participants for trading and clearing
through the EDP system of the Eurex Exchanges.

(2)

The last trading day of a stock option or LEPO shall be the third Friday of the
relevant month; provided that such Friday is an Exchange day on which the
trading of the respective contracts is not excluded due to special provisions by
the Management Boards of the Eurex Exchanges (e.g. holiday regulations);
otherwise it shall be the Exchange day preceding such day on which trading of
the respective contracts is not excluded due to aforementioned provisions.
If exercise in an option series pursuant to the provisions of subsection 2.6.12
paragraph (3) in case of Options contracts and LEPOs on stocks with group ID
DE11, DE12, DE13, DE14 assigned in Annex B is not possible on the day
regulated in Clause 1 due to the adoption of a dividend resolution on such day,
the last trading day of the respective contracts of this option series shall be the
exchange day preceding such day on which the trading of the respective
contracts is not excluded due to special provisions of the Management Boards of
the Eurex Exchanges (e.g. holiday regulations).
In case of Options contracts and LEPOs with group ID IT11 and IT12 assigned
in Annex B the last trading day shall be the day before the third Friday of the
relevant month; provided that such day is an Exchange day on which the trading
of the respective contracts is not excluded due to special provisions of the
Management Boards of the Eurex Exchanges (e.g. holiday regulations);
otherwise it shall be the Exchange day preceding such day on which trading of
the respective contracts is not excluded due to aforementioned provisions.
The last trading day of options on stocks with group ID DE13 assigned in Annex
B (term group “5 weeks”) shall be – with the exception of the third Friday of the
respective calendar month – the Friday of the respective expiration week,
provided that such day is an Exchange day on which trading of the contracts is
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not excluded due to special provisions of the Management Boards of the Eurex
Exchanges (e.g. holiday regulations); otherwise, it shall be the exchange day of
the same calendar month preceding such day, provided that trading of the
contracts is not excluded due to aforementioned provisions. If the preceding
Exchange day is not in the same calendar month as the Friday of the expiry
week, the last trading day shall be the Exchange day following the Friday of the
expiry week, provided that trading of the contracts is not excluded due to special
provisions of the Management Boards of the Eurex exchanges (e.g. holiday
regulations).
2.6.6

Expiration Day
The expiration day of a stock option and a LEPO shall generally be the Exchange day
following the last trading day.
If, in case of Options contracts and LEPOs on stocks with group ID DE11, DE12,
DE13, DE14 assigned in Annex B, the last trading day has been changed in
accordance with the above rules (subsection 2.6.5 paragraph 2, sentence 2) due to the
adoption of a dividend resolution, the expiration day shall be the second Exchange day
following the last trading day.

2.6.7

Exercise Prices
(1)

Option series of Options contracts may generally have the following exercise
prices:

[…]

2.6.12

2.6.13

[…]

Exercise
(1)

A stock option or LEPOs may be exercised by the purchaser on any Exchange
day until the end of the Post-Trading Full Period (American style). The last day
on which an option may be exercised shall generally be the last trading day
(subsection 2.6.5).

(2)

In deviation of Number 2.1.3 Number 1 and 2.6.12 , the owner of a stock option
with group ID RU11, RU12 and DE14, CH14, FI14, FR14, NL14 assigned in
Annex B may only exercise them on the last trading day (Number 2.6.5) of this
option series until the end of the post trading full period (European style).

(3)

This shall apply for Options contracts and LEPOs on stocks with group ID DE11,
DE12, DE13, DE14 assigned in Annex B except for the day preceding the exday. If a dividend resolution is passed on a day that is not an Exchange day, the
options in question may not be exercised on the Exchange day preceding such
day.

Performance, Delivery
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Annex B in relation to subsection 2.6 of the Contract Specifications:

Options on Shares of

ProductID

Cash
Group ID*

Market
ID*

Contract
Size

Maximum

Minimum

Term

Price

(Months)

Change

60

0.01

Currency
**

[…]
Porsche Automobil Holding SE

POR3

DE121

XETR

100

EUR

[…]
*

The group ID as well as the cash market ID shall be assigned by the Eurex Exchanges according to the following
table and shall, amongst other things, serve the purpose of determining a market place for the price of the share
underlying the contract.

**

[…]

GBX: Pence Sterling

